Learning & Development

Sami Collins, BIGGA Learning & Development Manager, with an update on education issues.

BIGGA Members

The membership team reflect on current news and affairs affecting you, the BIGGA member.

BTME 2013 REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN – AVOID THE QUEUES!

BTME (the BIGGA Turf Management Exhibition) is back for its 24th year at the Harrogate International Centre on 22-24 January 2013. You can now apply for your free entry to BTME 2013 by visiting the BIGGA website www.bigga.org.uk and clicking on the BTME banner at the top of the page and select REGISTER NOW.

BTME 2013 is shaping up to be another must-attend event, with many exhibitors having already booked their space months in advance. The countdown starts here with the opening of registration.

Widely regarded as Europe’s leading showcase for turf and groundcare professionals and buyers, BTME offers a fantastic opportunity to network, buy and seek advice from over a hundred of the top manufacturers and service providers across the world, so don’t miss out!

CONTINUE TO LEARN – Discount for BIGGA Members

BTME also incorporates Continue to Learn, a host of seminars and workshops, coming to you early to ensure you reserve a place.

Regional Conferences

Calling all members in the North East, South East and South West, BIGGA Regional Conferences will be held in your region during November. Details are:

Northern Region, November 7th, Phoenix Golf Club, Rothham, ideally accessed on the A631 from both Rotherham and Sheffield and within 1 mile of M1 junctions 33 and 34.

Contact Sandra Raper Tel: 07866 366966

Midland Region, November 6th Forest Hill Golf Club, Leicester (With may access from Markfield Lane, Forest Hill Golf Club & Country Club is less than 3 miles from the A50, 5 miles from M1-J22 south bound and only 4 miles from M1 J12 north bound. For Sat Nav purposes please use LE9 9FH)

Contact Sandra Raper Tel: 07866 366966

South East Region, November 14th, Thames Ditton Golf Club, (From London & the South East – From the M25 exit at junction 28 onto the A12 follow to north of Epsom and then take the A1094 Local signposting will take you to Thorpeness. Post code for SAT NAV: IP16 4NH)

Contact Clive Ong Tel: 01737 819434 or Mobile: 07884 948410

Section AGMs

Again when Section AGMs and Regional Conferences happen, volunteers have gone to a lot of time and trouble to make sure these Regional Conferences happen, please, if you can support, them.

Section AGMs

It’s getting to that time of year again when Section AGMs and Section Education and Golf Events are happening. It is keeping up to date with all the dates of the Section Education and Golf Events on the BIGGA Website (www.bigga.org.uk) or see them listed on the Diary of Events page.
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